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Who is Splasm Software?

Splasm Software began in 1999 as a partnership between Keith Gugliotto and Randy Knoble, and incorporated in 
2005.

Why the name “Splasm”?

Software is so full of potential.  It’s a blast to let it grow organically, above and so far beyond the original vision of 
its creators.  We threw around words like adaptive, organic, primitive, protoplasm - and many more - until splasm 
popped into mind.  It sounded fun and just felt right.  It's gooey, primordial, without form - but full of infinite, mind-
blowing possibilities.  Now it's on the move.  Splasm.  That’s us.

What does Splasm Software do?

Splasm Software crafts simple, powerful applications that provide instant value and stay out of the way so users 
can just get on with it.  We develop our products and ourselves organically - allowing, improving, growing.  Our ears 
are open to user feedback, our minds are tightly focused on quality and our hearts are committed to creating 
time-saving productivity software, the occasional time-blowing entertainment title, and providing excellent support 
for our users.
Current titles include:

• CheckBook, destined to free folks from medieval personal finance management
• CheckBook Pro, adds advanced functionality to CheckBook
• Audiobook Builder, the easy way to create Apple® device-friendly audiobooks
• Return Labels, for beautiful return address labels printed with your favorite template
• PixelGriddle, a fast and handy pixel grid generator
• Scribble Squabble, a game of all-out warfare - on paper, of course
• Roshambo Up!, a puzzle game featuring eternal rivals rock, paper, and scissors

Where is Splasm Software located?

Splasm is headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama. 

Where is Splasm Software going?

Splasm intends to enhance its three core products: CheckBook, CheckBook Pro & Audiobook Builder while 
exploring new opportunities on both macOS and iOS.
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Contact Information

Primary Contact

Keith Gugliotto 
keithg@splasm.com

Mail

Splasm Software
PO Box 693 
Birmingham, AL 35201 

Phone

800-721-5492

Website

http://www.splasm.com

Customer Service

customerservice@splasm.com

Support

support@splasm.com

Feedback

feedback@splasm.com
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Products

CheckBook

"Where does all my money go?" you've asked yourself.  You've written it down in your paper check register but it 
can't sort and categorize your transactions and it will never balance itself. You've tried medieval torture devices like 
Quicken® but they're so full of features you'll never use that it's actually painful just to enter the raw data. 
What you really need is a friendly personal finance tool that gets the basics just right and keeps things simple. 
That's where we come in. Introducing CheckBook 2, the powerfully simple personal finance manager. 

Features

• Friendly, single-window interface keeps you focused with all major features just a click or two away
• OFX, QIF and CSV/Text import, so you can easily import bank statements or migrate from Quicken and 

many other personal finance apps
• QuickFilter, an advanced search field that turns “those other search fields” on their ear
• Scheduled Entries, the easy way to manage your monthly bills
• Categories, giving you the power to group your transactions as you see fit for more accurate reporting
• Splits, with support for categories in each line item
• Transfers between accounts
• Account Summaries, customized reports to help you visualize your money
• Multiple currency support, including support for transfers between accounts with different currencies.
• And more - try it today and see how well CheckBook works for you!

Pricing

Single-user :  US $14.95
Family Pack:  US $24.95

Requirements

Minimum:  Mac OS X 10.6 or later
Recommended:  OS X 10.11 or later

Available on the Mac App Store and http://splasm.com/checkbook 
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CheckBook Pro

When you need more than a basic check register and reporting tool, try on CheckBook Pro, featuring everything 
in CheckBook, our powerfully simple personal finance manager, and then some.  Want a summary of all your 
accounts at once?  How about an advanced search based on any combination of criteria?  What if you'd like to 
change the date or description for a group of transactions in a single stroke?  With CheckBook Pro's simply 
powerful data management tools it's just plain easy.

Features

In addition to CheckBook’s feature set:
• Smart Folders - search your data using any combination of criteria
• Folders - group or archive your Entries any way you want
• Global Account Summaries - reports on all your Accounts
• Global Scheduled Entries Reminder - manage all your pending Scheduled Entries at once
• Multiple Entry Change - quickly change the details for all items in the current selection

Pricing

Single-user :  US $24.95
Family Pack:  US $39.95

Requirements

Minimum:  Mac OS X 10.6 or later
Recommended:  OS X 10.11 or later

Available on the Mac App Store and http://splasm.com/checkbookpro 
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Audiobook Builder

Traveling to and from work, while exercising, or waiting in line - find your smile in a book with Audiobook Builder!
Audiobook Builder makes it easy to turn audio CDs and files into audiobooks for your iPhone®, iPad®, and other 
Apple® devices.  Join audio, create enhanced chapter stops, adjust quality settings, and let Audiobook Builder 
handle the rest.  When it finishes you get one or a few audiobook tracks in Books, Music, or iTunes® instead of 
hundreds or even thousands of music tracks!

Features

• Audio file joining:  Already ripped your CDs to M4A or M4B?  Don’t suffer through it again. Drag your 
audio tracks straight to Audiobook Builder.  If their audio formats match and they’re encoded with a 
constant bit rate Audiobook Builder can quickly join them instead of re-encoding.

• Enhanced chapter stops:  Give your audiobooks that special touch by grouping your audio files into 
chapters with custom names and artwork.  Apple devices, Books, and iTunes usually give you controls to 
move quickly between chapters while playing your audiobooks

• Adjustable quality settings:  Get started with Audiobook Builder’s built-in quality presets or customize the 
audio settings to your personal taste.

• AAC or HE-AAC encoding:  Use AAC and get the highest quality at higher data rates, great for music-
heavy works when you have storage to spare, or go with HE-AAC and hear excellent quality at lower data 
rates, perfect for spoken word audiobooks.

• Music integration:  Drag and drop straight from Music or iTunes to Audiobook Builder and build directly to 
Books, Music, or iTunes.

• Quite a memory:  Each Audiobook Builder project’s audio data is stored in the project document file, so 
you’re free to start a project now, take a break, and return later to finish up.  You can even move projects 
between Macs!

Pricing

US $4.95

Requirements

OS X 10.11 or later

Available on the Mac App Store and http://splasm.com/audiobookbuilder 
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Return Labels

Return Labels makes it easy to create beautiful return address labels and print them on standard label paper.  With 
rich text editing tools, amazing built-in images (you can use your own, too!), and the ability to import a contact 
from your Mac's Contacts or Address Book, you'll be printing your own Labels in no time.

Features

• Any font, any style.  Import an address or type one in.  The font, size, style, line spacing and color are up to 
you.

• Beautiful built-in images.  Choose from a collection of hand-crafted images - and pick accent and 
background colors for many of them.  The possibilities are endless.

• Choose your own images.  Drag & drop any photo or image to add a personal touch to your Labels.
• Create as many Labels as you like.  There's no limit to how many Labels you can make, and Return Labels 

saves them so you can print them again any time.

Pricing

US $4.99

Requirements

Mac OS X 10.6.6 or later

Available on the Mac App Store 
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PixelGriddle

PixelGriddle is the fast and handy pixel grid generator - perfect for your graphics applications and projects.  Step 
aside, overlay grids - now you can bend, warp and integrate grids directly into your work!  And say goodbye to the 
pain of measuring the effects of filters, such as Photoshop's Liquify, where overlay grids aren't even available.

Features

• Custom grid size and origin
• Major and minor grid layers with discrete line color, opacity, and style settings
• Drag & drop, copy & paste, or save your grid to a file

Pricing

US $1.99

Requirements

OS X 10.11 or later

Available on the Mac App Store 
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Scribble Squabble

A few minutes of downtime is all you need to wage a furiously scribbled war, battling friends or an evil artificial 
intelligence who knows exactly how to defeat you.  The battlefield is a wartorn, crumpled sheet of notebook 
paper.  Half belongs to you, half to your opponent.  Build your forts, then brace for combat as you cross sharpened 
pencils, taking turns lobbing hand-drawn bombs until their forts are mere scorched smudges.  Victory belongs to 
the sketchiest player!

Pricing

Free

Requirements

iOS 10.2 or later
tvOS 10.1 or later

Available on the App Store 
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Roshambo Up!

Roshambo Up!, a world of rock-paper-scissors filled with visual delights and a musical anthem guaranteed to rock 
you!  Command your rocks, papers, and scissors as they charge upward into battle with their eternal arch-rivals.  
Rock crushes scissors.  Scissors cuts paper.  Paper wraps rock.  Can you remember these secrets of which beats 
what?  With a little bit of luck you'll conquer all and land a slot on the high scores list.  Accept the challenge!  Rock-
paper-scissors your way to glory!

Pricing

Free (In-app purchase required to unlock Endless mode.  Turns and Timed modes are free.)

Requirements

iOS 13 or later
iPadOS 13 or later

Available on the App Store 
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Media

Usage

Use the following media when publishing any material concerning Splasm Software and its products.  These images 
may be scaled, cropped and bordered as necessary.  If additional media are required, please contact Keith 
Gugliotto at keithg@splasm.com.

Logos, Icons, and Screenshots
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Splasm logo, 167x65 pixels

Splasm logo, 334x130 pixels

Splasm logo, 668x260 pixels
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Splasm S logo, 260x260 pixels, 130x130 pixels, and 65x65 pixels 

CheckBook logo, 502x150 pixels
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CheckBook icons, 256x256 pixels, 128x128 pixels, and 64x64 pixels

CheckBook screenshot
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CheckBook Pro logo, 574x150 pixels

CheckBook Pro icons, 256x256 pixels, 128x128 pixels, and 64x64 pixels
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CheckBook Pro screenshot

Audiobook Builder logo, 444x200 pixels
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Audiobook Builder icons, 256x256 pixels, 128x128 pixels, and 64x64 pixels
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Audiobook Builder screenshot
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Return Labels logo, 512x128 points

Return Labels icons, 256x256 pixels, 128x128 pixels, and 64x64 pixels
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PixelGriddle icons, 256x256 pixels, 128x128 pixels, and 64x64 pixels
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